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Whats Inside . . .             Letter From The President

Sincerely,

Dave Wolfe

Congratulations Ranch Sorters!
 On behalf of the entire RSNC staff I would like to congratulate the entire 
membership for a phenomenal year. Every statistic from previous years was 
exceeded in a big way. Sanctioned events reached almost 400. Number of states 
sanctioning events grew to 31. New memberships almost doubled and in fact 
we are averaging over 100 new members every week! The 2011 RSNC National 
Finals had 4093 teams even at the heels of an EHV-1 outbreak that kept some 
home.  That can only happen when you are out there inviting new friends to 
the sport. Along with RSNC exposure at trade shows and media and magazine 
promotion of the sport we are all working as a force to bring this great sport to 
the forefront of equine sports. We now even have a group of 40 4H and FFA 
kids headed this fall to China to introduce Ranch Sorting to 3200 Chinese kids 
during a program called Rodeo China. All of these kids will be taking RSNC 
brochures and membership forms along with their RSNC Cinch shirts. Out of 
9 different Rodeo activities offered, Ranch Sorting was selected as the perfect 
event to promote to brand new Chinese cowboys and cowgirls. That says a lot 
for our sport and it would not have happened without you the RSNC 
membership setting the example.
 This years National Finals in my opinion was the best ever. Not only was 
the team count bigger than ever, the excitement of the contestants was at its 
best. This is a long week in less than perfect weather and it would be easy for 
tempers to flair but it simply didn’t happen. Contestants were having too much 
fun. I assure you the positive comments about the RSNC staff and the entire 
production were at an all time high. That makes my job easy and I would like to 
thank all of you for that. It is fun to be a part of such a great group of people. 
 Lots of money and prizes were won and there are now many new induct-
ees into the RSNC Hall of Fame. A special congratulation goes to Brian Black-
man for being the high point rider at the Finals and to Larry Newport for attend-
ing the most shows for the year and being the high point contestant of the year. 
The State points race continues until December and the National points race is 
now a brand new race so it is perfect time to get geared up for next years finals. 
New ratings are out and while many were moved up and some were 
disappointed that their success moved them, there are also thousand of others 
that will now have a better chance of getting to the winners circle. The system 
works because the cream of the crop automatically moves up. It is solely based 
on success and not opinion so it is fair for everyone and our membership is 
extremely supportive of it. 
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TITLE SPONSOR OF RSNC NATIONAL FINALS
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CINCH is A Proud Corporate Sponsor of RSNC
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2011 RSNC NATIONAL FINALS

“THE BIG 40”



Thank You Reinsman Saddles for being a great 

National Sponsor and designing the Ranch Sorter Saddle!

STATE EXTRAVAGANZA WINNING TEAMS
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Pete Gibbs
Henry Herrmann

April Hoch
Cathy Reist-Herrmann

Ken Wallace
Rick Williamson

Kay Acosta
Bryan Blackman
Randy McKiddie
Ashley Steadman

DeRoy White
Carrie Wyat

Bryan Kammerdiener
Tammi Lermon

Jared Lesh
Tiny Marquart

Frank Patty
Coleton Taylor
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2011 RSNC NATIONAL FINALS RESULTS
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Friday night, July 3 in  Ardmore, Oklahoma brought in some big name celebrities like Larry 
Mahan, Bobby Lewis, Teddy Johnson, Jim Babcock, Ross Coleman, Sean Koehler, Scott 
Cob, Kerry Kuhn,Trey Young, Ward Heid, Scott Mendes, Jack Kelley, Gary Wells, Jeff 
Storm, Jackie Dayberry and seventeen other riders which includes Kim Dorr, mother of 
Kaleb Dorr who was the benefactor of the event.  When you look at the list of the people 

above, it is the who’s who of the rodeo and horse world, with many of the participants going 
to hall of fame or already in the hall of fame in their events. One would think that Kim Dorr 
did not stand much of a chance to win the event since she had never done an organized sort 

before. To make a long story short Kim Dorr very slowly sorted her cattle against her 
opponents, and at the end of the night she came out the winner. Not only did she get the 

check for Western Wishes, she also got the winners check and a check for an autographed 
hat that the celebrities signed and was auctioned off after the event.

 
Here is why RSNC helps with events such as this. Kaleb Dorr was born with Tar Syndrome, 

a blood disorder that requires blood transfusions for him to live, and he was also born 
without any radius bone in his arms.  Kaleb spent the first 75 days of his life in the hospital  
in intensive care getting blood transfusions. One of the side effects of Tar Sydrome is that if 
Kaleb falls wrong he can bleed to death internally.  Three years ago Kaleb had to be taken to 
the emergency room and was later released. The hospital did not bill the services correctly 

and the Dorr’s insurance denied the payment of the services. Instead of the hospital 
resubmitting the bill they sent the bill to collections. The collectors were hounding the 

Dorrs for the payment of the bill the day before they left for Admore. By winning the event, 
the Western Wishes check and the check they received for the hat, the Dorr’s were able to 
pay off the bill. Kim Dorr wants to thank everyone who participated in the event, Western 

Wishes, and RSNC for helping take an undo stress out of the their lives.

Celebrity Sort For Western Wishes
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OPEN

Bryan Blackman
Mike Belter

Shelley Fitzgerald
Bobby Gray
Mike Hansen

Jared Lesh
Kyle Rater

Weston Raub
Tommy Roberson

Shawn Wyatt

GRAD. BEG.

Tory Wentzel
Sabrina Chism
Terry Craiglow

Ken Davids
Richard Folot

Chandler Graybeal
Ryan Lankamp
Richard Singhas
Coleton Taylor
Hannah Taylor

GRAD. ROOKIE

Matt Collins
Ron Crist

Jim Derrisaw
Tom Frith

April Hoch
Jordon Levering
Brenda Ludwig

Ross Seeton
Harold Spies

AMATEUR

Jim Crossey
Bobby Bleckley
Jason Chandler
Frankie Chesler

Terry Geiler
Van Gemmill
Ray Lermon
Kevin Nix

Travis Roberson
Kason Wolfe

NOVICE

LaRei Grier
Terry Brooks
Bailey Flower
Lisa Flower

Danielle Goyer
Nugget Grossetete
Cheree Lebrecht
Cindy Murray

Cathy Herrmann
Cassie Salzbrenner
Ronnie Steadman
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Joints
Gastric Support 

Blood/Vascular
Hoof

Digestion
Skin/Coat

Advanced 
Joint Support Formula

Plus 125 mgs of H/A!

Introductory
SPECIAL
OFFER!

UNITED VET EQUINE
800-328-6652

www.UnitedVetEquine.com

EXCEED 6-WAY™ (Pellets)
64721550       6 lb(Approx. 1 mo. supply) ...............$89.95 FOB
64721554     12 lb(Approx. 2 mo. supply) .............$174.75 FOB
64721558     24 lb(Approx. 4 mo. supply) .............$335.50 FOB

Costs approx. $2.73 per serving

MATRIX 5™ H/A (Pellet)

64721484        5 lb        (Approx. 3 mo. supply)......................$87.90 FOB
64721488      10 lb        (Approx. 5 mo. supply)....................$169.75 FOB
64721492      20 lb      (Approx. 10 mo. supply)....................$329.95 FOB

Costs Approx. $2.12 per serving

RSNC Members –
15% OFF either product!

When calling, use Code RSNC11

MATRIX 5™ H/A

High level 

support –

ALL-IN-ONE 

PRODUCT!
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Palm City, Florida                        
Wrapping up another season of Ranch Sorting

Hello! from Linked D Cowhorses.  May 7th, 2011, we had the final show 
of our sorting season, which began in Oct. 2010.  Usually May is one of 
our slowest months due to the heat, graduations, weddings ect.  Not this 
year.  Not even the sky high gas prices could keep everyone home!  We 

had 205 teams competing at this show.   Our weather was super nice, warm 
but not too hot.  We showed for 11+ hours on Sat.  Taking home the money 

in the top slots of the OPEN class was: Nicole Stinson on her new mare 
“ELLE”, and Debbie McFarland.  Nicole has hit another gear in the sorting 

pen with her new mount.  They are a perfect match.  It is really nice 
having  Nicole and her family at our shows.  Nicole comes with her 

husband Jay and son Chase ( just now, a year old)  as well as her father: 
Guy, and sometimes her brother Brooke.  Of course all their spouses and 
a mother and mother in- law in there too.  They are all very supportive of 

each other; a true ranch sorting family!   

The All Levels class was topped by Roy Thomas and Mike Grier.  Both 
Roy and Mike had a really good show.  They were the two highest point 
earners of the day.  Our fun class was an all levels ranch hand.  We don’t 

have a RH here often but, I thought it would be a good time to practice up 
for the finals.   Danny McFarland and Coy Smith won the RH.  Coming 

to us from the cuttin’ pen, Coy had a big time learning the ins and outs of 
sorting.  I think he had the most fun of anyone here!  Chowanicka!  was 
the word of the night for Coy: I guess it is an Indian word for having a 

goodtime.  Right behind Danny and Coy was LaRei Grier and Gia Land.  
Gia is an old hand at team penning.  She is also now learning the ins and 
outs of sorting.  We’re happy to have her here too! We also have a world 
class jumper joining us in the sortin’pen.  Frankie Chesler, formerly from 
Canada, comes to FL. every winter for the show jumpers circuit.  Frankie 
is a cowgirl at heart and snuck away for every show possible to come here 
and sort.  She has fallen for ranch sorting so much that she bought 2 new 
horses to sort on.  She has taken to sorting like a duck to water and has 

quickly  moved up the ratings in a very short time.  She is also now helping 
us here at Linked D with the practices and lessons and of course we like 

her on our sorting team too.  

The #6 class was won by cousins Jason Jones and Bill Jones.  Jason was 
mounted on his new mare; she’s really cute.  Bill was riding a paint gelding 
that I team penned on 15 years ago.  It’s fun to see the old war horses still 
at it!   Not to be out done by her husband; Lorri Jones rode their new mare 

like a champ all the way to  winning the #5 class.  Lorri won with 
Garrett Hendry.  They were a draw team!  They rode great together.  Garrett 

is holding his own being recently moved to a #3.  The beginner class was 
late in the evening; but the contestants showed no less enthusiasium.   John 
Bush and Tyler Smith; both new to the sortin’ pens; showed the hard work 
they’ve put into practicing this past couple of months.  John came out with 

1st and 2nd place; taking home the trophy buckle.   Johns hole help was 
Frankie Chesler and Mike Grier respectfully.  Tyler was third place. Tyler 
got his buckle the next weekend at the Prine Ranch show.  CONGRATS 
GUYS!  We look forward to watching you move up thru the ranks.  John 

and Tyler are stepfather and stepson.  John’s wife/Tyler’s mom; Peggy also 
competes with us.  They too are an example of what a family sport Ranch 
Sorting is!! Thanks to all our competitors from throughout the year.  We 

hope you all had as much fun as we did.  We look forward to an even better 
2011-12; with plans to go back to double sorting pens to shorten up our 

shows.  

Happy Sorting,  Debbie McFarland
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Whitesboro Texas
Tommy Roberson hosted his first RSNC show in his new facility, Crossfire Arena of Whitesboro Texas, on 
May 8th.  Although it was Mother’s Day it didn’t keep the crowds away.  A total of 327 teams competed in 

the classes offered that day with belt buckles going to the high point winner of each class.  
 

 Crossfire Arena is a beautiful facility located on State Highway 82 in Whitesboro, 
Texas. (halfway between Sherman and Gainesville).  

 
Thank you to everyone who made it to the May show!

Bryan Kammerdiener
winner of the 

All Levels class

Dana Wine (center) pictured with Tommy and Laura 
Roberson (show producers).  Dana was the high point 

winner in the Beg RH class

Steve Carpenter (left) pictured with Tommy and 
Laura  Roberson. Steve was the high point winner of 

the #13 HC class
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SPRING 

FLING  
May 7th & 8th have come and gone but the two days 

of fun will be remembered for a long time. 
 

The Saturday and Sunday event was hosted by CPH 
Arena in Owasso, Ok. And the Double R Ranch in 

Mounds, Ok.
 

468 teams competed over the two days with 
contestants from Idaho, Colorado, Arkansas, Missouri 
and Oklahoma.  Sunday was Mother’s Day and several 

of the Moms were very happy at the end of the day.  
Claudia Hershey, Cheree Lebrecht, Jeannine Gemmill, 

Karen Funk and Mary Ray were all winners.
 

Buckles, bridles, headstalls, cash, and RSNC shirts 
were given as prizes.

 

CPH Results:
 
All Levels:     Shelly Fitzgerald & Van Gemmill
#14 RH HC:   DeRoy White & Travis Cummings
#10 HC:         Kevin Jones & John Colburn
#10 Masters:  Larry Newport & Travis Cummings
Beg Youth:     Travis Hardy
#6 HC:            Dean Cummings & Kevin Speer
 
RR Ranch Results:
 
All Levels:          Shelly Fitzgerald & Jeannine Gemmill
#10  Masters:      Mary Ray & Van Gemmill
#11 Rookie HC:  Guy Clark & Van Gemmill
#10 Beg RH:       Karen Funk & Alan Bowman
#8 HC:                Danielle Goyer & Jeannine Gemmill
#6 HC:                Claudia Hershey & DeRoy White
#4 :                     Bryce Stallcup & Alan Bowman
 
High Point Winners for the two day event:
 
All Levels:      Shelly Fitzgerald
Amateur:         Van Gemmill
Novice:           Claudia Hershey
Rookie:           Karen Funk
Beginner:       Alan Bowman
Youth:            Travis Hardy

OKLAHOMA 
STYLE

# 6 HC Claudia Hershey & DeRoy White

# 4 Allen Bowman & Bryce Stallcup

Travis Hardy

Masters- Travis Cummings & George McKiddie

Rookie - Karen Funk
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2011 state race point standings

* Indicates Frozen Competitor



KANSAS STATE FAIR
HUTCHINSON KS

September 9th, 2011
2:00 pm

Contact Van Gemmill 580-761-6092 for more 
information or go to www.ranchsorting.com 

For show flyerFor show flyer
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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Amarillo Texas
On May 7, all Ladies were presented a flower from Bob McPherson, Ray Lermon and Jim Bridwell.  It 

was a great time to recognize all the wonderful girls and women who attended the show in honor of 
Mother’s day.  

The show was huge success!  We had 9 herds of fresh cattle and ran 271 teams with contestants from 3 
other states, not just Texas, which included New Mexico, Oklahoma and Kansas.

PTPA goes out of their way to treat young ranch sorters like VIP’s.  Spread the word….kids that ride in 
the shows get something special at each show.  

Prizes were presented to the teams in each class that was first out of the money with feed scoop and 
goodies.  Please visit the website http://www.amarilloptpa.com/ to see full class winners and the RSNC 

website: www.rsnc.us.
Robin Ellis and Blaine Ellis

Ladies Day - Ladies were all presented with flowers

Ray Lermon & Nugget Grosset

Ray Lermon Presenter- Brice Hatley, Blaine Ellis, Ashley Steadman, Savannah Dawes, 
JoshSchmittClint Dawes & Roger Shorb

“PTPA
Celebrates Ladies 

May 7th”
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LITHIA FLORIDA
Prine Ranch

Saddle Series Finals
May 14, 2011

The wind whipped the tarps off the ties and stinging pelted rain poured horizontally 
with bolts of lightning to force riders back to the barn or trailers.  Even with severe 
weather the enthusiasm for the saddle series finals was never diminished and after a 
short delay the competition resumed for the largest Prine Ranch event to date. The 

cooling rain quickly dropped the usually hot Florida temperature to boost the energy 
of both horse and cattle to accent the challenge for two Reinsman saddles.  Bob 

Chavers held the lead for #4 and above and Tish Prine wouldn’t give up easily to secure 
the #3 and below saddles.  Linda Cirincione was overall second place for a saddle pad, 
Ed Parks third for engraved stirrups and Leanne Ragano fourth.  Congratulations to

 all of the competitors for a really great year and everyone is a winner for helping 
create phenomenal events. All of us at Prine Ranch are looking forward to next season 

for another year of great friends and fun.     




